Abstract-Traditional path planning algorithm for multiobjective circumstances, primarily on a single multiinformation fusion Select avoidance path, in the scale of sludge entangled region vulnerable to blind, unable to robot path sludge entangled environment for accurate planning. This paper presents an improved robot vision route planning method to get rid of, improve the ability of the robot's environment entangled in the mud of the robot around obstacles. To this end, an improved robot path planning method to get rid of visual entangled, with the robot vision instrument collection features sludge entangled with a normalization method to integrate visual information into the programming model to choose the best path, the robot get rid of sludge entanglement and the shortest route requires integration into a fitness function, get the best robot rid of paths through the genetic algorithm search. Experimental results show that the method of sludge entanglement under ambient robot path planning to get rid of lengths and efficiency are superior to the traditional model, with high robustness.
INTRODUCTION
Mobile robot path planning problem is an obstacle in the case, to find a way to ensure that the robot can bypass obstacles in the shortest possible time. With the gradual expansion of robotic applications to seek a reasonable approach to the robot is entangled state is planning to get rid of a failed path accurately, become a hot issue related academic research [1] [2] [3] [4] . Path planning algorithm is not the traditional method of multi-objective analysis of the situation, the main basis for selecting a single message collision path, the path to get randomness large and medium-sized sludge entangled in the area vulnerable to blind, unable to sludge entangled environment accurate robot path planning [5, 6] .
Industrial robots are robotic device automatically performs the work, is to rely on their own power and control capabilities to achieve the various functions of a machine [7] . It can accept human command, you can run the program in accordance with pre-programmed, the principles of the program of Action of modern industrial robots can also be developed in accordance with artificial intelligence techniques [8] [9] [10] [11] . This article describes the basic components of industrial robots, especially industrial robots core controller, the controller is proposed to solve the problem of the reliability of accuracy, and gives relevant solutions and strategies.
Robots can help replace humans in many ways, even complex, dangerous and repetitive work, since the development, application of robots will continue to be reflected, but generally work in industrial robots in harsh working environments, we need shock proof, dust, electromagnetic interference, to ensure reliable operation of industrial robots. Such as: "Minimum effort and proportion of" allocation method is suitable for the first time developed, have been put into use and is ready for production, and further improve the reliability of its industrial robot system; "hybrid" distribution method is a simple industrial robot system reliability allocation methods, this method is suitable for the development of new industrial robots were when its distribution system reliability in the absence of constraints, so that the development of industrial robots with higher reliability; "two-tier optimization" allocation It is in a constrained condition under optimum reliability allocation methods. These three industrial robot Allocation Policy as its reliability is a key part of the design, not only theoretical research value, but also has great practical significance.
II. VISUAL RID FAULT PATH SELECTION
Robot Calibration is a set of kinematic parameters error modeling, robot end attitude error measurement and robotics actual parameter identification in one process [12] . Parameter identification is measured robot end attitude error identification parameters important part. In order to improve the accuracy of the robot motion, parameters can be used as a two-step linear error recognition error tracking error and positioning error separation. The use of relatively rigid body rotation error identified only kinematic parameters associated with the rotation error; the calibrated parameters and error identified from the use of rigid body kinematic parameters remaining errors. Not only to avoid the two-step identification method transfer measurement coordinate system and the robot coordinate system conversion, and parameter estimation difference, and effective solution to the singular and nonlinear problems that exist in the distance method, you can quickly find linear solution parameter errors. To describe the case of path planning environment entangled sludge robot, the robot's work space set as shown in Fig. 1 . Shaded area which described obstacle may be entangled sludge environmental information using neural network model shown in Fig. 1 will be described. Genetic algorithm is a global optimization method to imitate biological nature, which can be processed multiple feasible solutions to avoid the emergence of local optimum, and the like by the mutation operator to optimize the feasible solutions to generate new viable solution, eventually produce global optimal solution. It has strong adaptability and robustness, for selecting the best path. Because of the differential operator (1) and left (2) equivalent differential operator left, so we introduce three order Green function tensor:
(1) Or use the subscript simplified form:
Here / mm x     ,(10) was also presented as:
Here on behalf of | ', xx stress, three vertical force produced at the point x and | ', xx T's relationship with G and u in the same, we call the G displacement Green's function tensor, called Green Stress function tensor. Industrial robots face a different application of technology in industrial environments and the use of a variety of requirements. It is possible to use one of the working environment to a variety of robotics applications such as the use of visual technology, applications for multi-industrial robot control, voice recognition and other aspects. Some specific working environment will also use some special techniques, such as fuzzy control, neural network control technology, some communications technologies. Here, only two commonly used to introduce robotics. The algorithm of GA was shown in Fig. 2 . 
III. INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

A. The contact finite element analysis method
Robots get rid of the entanglement zone path mostly two-dimensional coding to achieve. If converted into a one-dimensional code, it will calculate the convenience, and improve the operating efficiency of the algorithm. In order to reduce costs, but also in order to save space, and sometimes requires the use of an industrial robot arm operates two or more stations in the same minute, the arm can be more than one, but the controller and other peripherals only set, and require the robot's work is not affected.
Analysis of the rotation angle of the spiral line alpha dl:
Then:
The line angle: The robot arm and controller signal line can only have a set, you must use the same set of I/O signal line is configured for both arms. Thus, you can know more industrial robot control for production line applications technology high real-time requirements of the system, to coordinate the various control objects, so you can use the embedded system may deprive type, except in addition to a unified security communication bus technology.
B. Industrial robot trajectory optimization strategy
For the motion of an industrial robot, often it wants its shortest trajectory, use the shortest time. Therefore, the industrial robot controller can be time-optimal trajectory planning and control. We need to ensure that within the constraints of the robot joint displacement, velocity, acceleration, and second-order boundary value acceleration, the robot hand in Cartesian space along a predetermined path of movement of the shortest time. Thus the need for relevant strategies, such as the planned joint trajectory in the form of quadratic polynomial plus cosine function, not only can ensure the joint movement of displacement, velocity and acceleration in a row, but also ensure that all the articulation of second-continuous acceleration . In this way, not only can improve the efficiency of the robot and can extend the working life of the robot. Experiments show that the use of effective trajectory optimization strategy for industrial robots under kinematic constraints can achieve optimal trajectory and movement time shortest distance, and ensure the reliability of the robot movement.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
The proposed method and the traditional method of sludge entangled environment under dynamic obstacle avoidance path simulation result, as shown in Fig. 3 respectively. Wherein the circle represents the start and end points, sludge entangled area is represented by a rectangular box. Two different sludge entangled area, the robot along the vertical direction to zero. Speed of 2 m / s in the horizontal direction and 0. Speed of 18 m / s of onward robot current real-time speed is zero. 24 m / s. Experimental results show that: the algorithm can be entangled environment sludge accurate robot path planning, can effectively avoid the associated sludge entangled area and a lot of planning path length is smaller than the traditional method; When traditional methods of planning, there will be entangled area with sludge or intersection collision problems, can not plan a reasonable obstacle Avoidance path. Adopt appropriate protective measures and corresponding strategies, efficient and accurate completion of the robot corresponding control. Since the industrial robot system reliability distribution is its integral part reliability design, so when optimizing the design of industrial robots, on the allocation method System Reliability Index research has important theoretical and practical significance, and based on this, you can different system requirements in the context of an industrial robot system reliability configuration policies.
Machine vision systems are now widely used in the field of visual guidance and automated assembly visual inspection, robot. The vast majority of the visual scene information feedback is applied to the target in the scene to identify, locate and motion analysis, vision-based targeting can be understood as the following three conditions: selfpositioning of the robot, actually captured the target, and the manipulator between the relative positioning and target. In addition to establishing a single robot simple visual feedback or a single stand-alone vision system feedback, but can be used more cooperative industrial robot vision system that can enhance their coordination and cooperation and the sharing of resources and give full play to the overall advantages of multi-robot systems. Use visual feedback of information systems, industrial robots may make an appropriate judgment based on the current situation, effective control of the target object.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Current industrial robots increasingly rapid development, the factory mechanization and automation is inevitable. In modern industrial production, industrial robots automated production line equipment has become the mainstream and the future direction of automation equipment. Automotive industry, electronic industry, engineering machinery and other industries has been widely used industrial robots automated production lines, in order to ensure product quality, increase productivity, and avoid a lot of accidents. Industrial robots are widely used in production to promote the development of robot technology, the robot to complete the task can be more accurate and efficient. Thus, resulting in a lot of control technology and robotics, but their core is the controller, enabling the system to run efficiently and reliably.
